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Welcome!

Let’s thrive! 
Dr. Jennifer & Morgan

Welcome to The Keitt Institute: Your Center for
Emotional Development and Well-Being. No matter
how you landed here at The Keitt Institute, we are so
glad that you found us. 

This guide serves as your roadmap as you embark on
your journey of personal growth and self-discovery. At
The Keitt Institute, we are committed to supporting
individuals like you in elevating, transforming, and
thriving in all aspects of life.

To kickstart your journey of self-leadership, we've
curated a set of practical practices that you can begin
implementing today. 



Getting Started

Practical Practices
for Self-Leadership
We understand that embarking on a journey of navigating through life's
challenges often begins with asking the right questions. To unlock
new insights and overcome obstacles, it's essential to delve into these
queries with a structured approach. Here, we outline five key questions
you need to ask and answer and provide practical application steps to
guide your exploration and decision-making process.
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Before diving into exploration, it's crucial to define the topic or issue with
clarity. Take time to articulate precisely what you're curious about or
where you feel stuck in life. Break down complex subjects into
manageable parts and visualize your thoughts using tools like mind
maps.

Chapter 1: 
Define the topic/issue clearly

What is the first
step I should take
when faced with a
challenge or issue
in life?

A mind map is a visual tool for organizing and
representing information in a structured and
interconnected manner. 

It typically starts with a central idea or topic placed at
the center of the map, which is then branched out
into subtopics or related concepts. These branches
can further extend into more detailed subbranches,
forming a hierarchical structure that visually depicts
the relationships between different ideas.

What is a Mind Map?
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Practical Application Steps
Write down or verbalize the specific topic or issue you want
to explore.

Break the topic down into smaller, more manageable
subtopics if needed.

Use visualization tools like mind maps to organize your
thoughts and ideas effectively.
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Why am I taking
on this challenge
or pursuing this
particular path in
the face of life's
obstacles?
Explore why this particular topic or situation interests you. Reflect on
how it aligns with your values, passions, or long-term goals. By
understanding your motivation, you can better direct your efforts and
gain deeper insights into your personal drivers.

Chapter 2: 
Understand your motivation

Goal setting is like crafting a roadmap to your dreams,
where you become both the cartographer and the
explorer, charting the course of your aspirations
amidst the vast terrain of possibilities. 

Refer to our 10-Step Goal Setting Guide as often as
you need to.

Goal Setting
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GOAL SETTING
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A 10-Step Guide

Identify Your Goal
Clearly define what you want to achieve. Be specific and
focused. For example, instead of saying, "Get fit," say, "Exercise
for 30 minutes three times a week."Make it Measurable

Determine how you will measure your
progress. This adds clarity and helps you

track your success. For our exercise goal, you
can measure it by the number of times you

complete a 30-minute session each week.

Set Achievable
Targets
Ensure your goal is realistic
and attainable. Setting
goals that are too high or
too low can be
demotivating. Gradually
increase the difficulty as
you progress.

Make it Time-Bound
Set a deadline for achieving your goal.
Having a timeframe creates a sense of

urgency and helps prevent
procrastination. For our exercise goal, you

might aim to achieve it in two months.

Plan Your Actions
Outline the specific steps you need to take to
reach your goal. This could include creating a
workout schedule, finding a workout buddy,

or researching exercises.

Make it Relevant
Make sure your goal matters to you. It
should align with your values and overall
objectives. If it's important to you, you'll be
more motivated to achieve it.

5

Break it Down
Divide your goal into smaller,
manageable tasks. This makes it less
overwhelming and helps you focus
on one step at a time. If the exercise
goal is weekly, break it down into
daily or session-based tasks. 7

8
Stay Flexible
Understand that plans might need
adjustments. Life can be unpredictable, so be
open to adapting your strategy when
necessary.

9 Regularly
Review and
Adjust
Check your progress regularly.
Celebrate small victories and
adjust your plan if needed. If
something isn't working, don't
be afraid to modify your
approach.

Stay Motivated
Remind yourself why this goal is
important to you. Visualize the
benefits and keep a positive
mindset. Share your progress
with friends or family for added
encouragement.
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Practical Application Steps

Reflect on why the topic or situation piques your interest.

Consider how exploring this topic aligns with your values
and goals.

Write down your thoughts and feelings about why this topic
matters to you.
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Chapter 3: 
Assess your existing knowledge

What do I already
know that could
help me navigate
through this
challenge or issue?
Take stock of what you already know about the topic or situation. List
your experiences, skills, and any relevant background information.
Identify areas where you may need to fill gaps in your understanding
and use self-assessment tools to gauge your current knowledge level.
Take our Assessing My Knowledge Gap Quiz.
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ASSESSING MY
KNOWLEDGE GAP

A Keitt Institute Quiz

1) How would you rate your current understanding of the
subject? 

2) How often do you actively seek out information or
resources related to this subject? 

3) Have you completed any formal education or training
related to this subject? 

a) Beginner - I have little to no knowledge about the subject. 
b) Intermediate - I have some basic understanding but want to learn 
     more. 
c) Advanced - I have a strong understanding and want to deepen my 
    knowledge.

a) Rarely - I haven't actively sought out information recently. 
b) Occasionally - I look up information occasionally but not regularly. 
c) Frequently - I actively seek out information and resources regularly.

a) No, I haven't received any formal education or training on this 
     subject. 
b) Yes, I have completed some formal education or training, but I want 
     to learn more. 
c) Yes, I have extensive formal education or training on this subject.
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SCORE INTERPRETATION

Mostly A's: Beginner Level

You have identified a knowledge gap and are starting your journey of
learning. Consider starting with basic resources and gradually building
your understanding.

Mostly B's: Intermediate Level

You have some foundational knowledge but still have room to grow.
Focus on filling gaps in your understanding and exploring more
advanced concepts.

Mostly C's: Advanced Level

You have a strong grasp of the subject and are already quite
knowledgeable. Keep seeking out new challenges and opportunities to
deepen your expertise.

4) How confident do you feel discussing this subject with
others?

5) What is your main motivation for wanting to learn more
about this subject?

a) Not confident - I feel unsure and hesitant discussing this subject. 
b) Somewhat confident - I can hold a basic conversation but may 
     struggle with complex topics. 
c) Very confident - I feel comfortable discussing this subject and can 
     engage in in-depth conversations.

a) Curiosity - I'm interested in exploring something new and expanding 
     my knowledge. 
b) Personal/professional development - I want to improve my skills or 
     advance my career. 
c) Passion - I have a deep passion for this subject and want to become 
     an expert.
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Practical Application Steps
Make a list of what you already know about the topic or
situation.

Identify areas where your knowledge might be lacking or
uncertain.

Use self-assessment tools or quizzes to gauge your
understanding and identify areas for improvement.
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Explore the wealth of resources at your disposal, from books and articles
to online courses and expert advice. Utilize libraries, academic journals,
and online communities to access information and connect with others
who share your interests. By leveraging diverse resources, you can
enrich your learning experience and gain new perspectives. Search The
Keitt Institute Library for a vast array of subjects and topics to help you
elevate, transform, and thrive in life.

Become a Member

Chapter 4: 
Identify available resources

What tools, support,
or help can I access
to assist me in
navigating through
this challenge or
issue?

As your partner in transformation, we have designed
our library for those who seek personal growth and
development and who are driven by purpose and
impact. Our library is designed to empower individuals
on their journey to elevate, transform, and thrive. 

The Keitt Institute Library
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Practical Application Steps
Compile articles, books, videos, or courses related to your
topic of interest.

Reach out to experts or individuals with experience in the
field for recommendations.

Join online communities or forums where you can engage
with others who share your interests.
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Chapter 5: 
Reflect on practical applications

How can I apply
what I've learned
or the resources
I've identified to
address and
overcome this
challenge?
Consider how the knowledge and insights you've gained can be applied
to your life or circumstances. Brainstorm actionable steps based on your
newfound understanding and set realistic goals for implementation. By
reflecting on practical applications, you can turn insights into tangible
outcomes and navigate through life with purpose and clarity. Learn
about the Keitt Institute A.C.T.T. Practice that helps our clients thrive.

The Keitt Institute's practice of A.C.T.T. - Applying what
you learn to Continue to grow so you can Transform
and Thrive - is a holistic approach to personal and
professional development aimed at empowering
individuals to realize their full potential.

Explore the practice in-depth for a fleshed-out
explanation of each component.

The A.C.T.T. Practice
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THRIVE

APPLY WHAT YOU LEARN
This involves actively utilizing the knowledge, skills, and insights gained through
learning experiences in real-life situations. It's about bridging the gap between
theory and practice by integrating new information into your daily life, work, or
projects. Whether it's applying new techniques in problem-solving, implementing
strategies learned in a training program, or practicing new communication skills in
interpersonal relationships, applying what you learn is essential for meaningful
growth and development.

TRANSFORM
Transformation involves profound change and evolution, both internally and
externally. It's about transcending limitations, breaking through barriers, and
embracing new ways of thinking, being, and doing. Transformation often
requires self-reflection, introspection, and a willingness to challenge deeply
ingrained beliefs and behaviors. It may involve redefining goals, shifting
priorities, or embarking on entirely new paths. Through transformation,
individuals can unlock their full potential and create positive change in their
lives and communities.

CONTINUE TO GROW
Growth is a continuous journey of self-improvement and learning. It's about
embracing challenges, seeking out new opportunities, and pushing beyond
your comfort zone to expand your knowledge, skills, and perspectives.
Continuously seeking opportunities for learning and development, whether
through formal education, self-study, mentorship, or experiential learning, is
vital for personal and professional growth. By remaining open-minded, curious,
and adaptable, you can continue to evolve and progress toward your goals.

Thriving goes beyond mere survival or success; it's about flourishing and
thriving in every aspect of life. It's about experiencing fulfillment, joy, and
purpose while navigating challenges and setbacks with resilience and
optimism. Thriving involves cultivating a sense of well-being, balance, and
fulfillment across various domains, including physical, emotional, mental, and
social dimensions. It's about living authentically, pursuing passions, nurturing
meaningful connections, and contributing positively to the world around you.

A.C.T.T.
A Keitt Institute Practice

A
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T
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Practical Application Steps
Think about how you can apply the knowledge you've
gained to your personal or professional life.

Brainstorm specific actions or changes you can make based
on your newfound understanding.

Set realistic goals and timelines for implementation and
monitor your progress along the way.
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Conclusion

Start Your Journey
By asking and answering these five key questions and following the
practical steps outlined, you can embark on a journey of discovery and
growth. Whether you're driven by curiosity or facing challenges in life,
this comprehensive guide provides a roadmap for navigating through
uncertainty and unlocking new insights. Remember to define your topic
clearly, understand your motivation, assess your existing knowledge,
identify available resources, and reflect on practical applications to move
forward with purpose and clarity.
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We are committed to supporting individuals like you in
elevating, transforming, and thriving in all aspects of

life. As you embark on this journey of self-discovery and
growth, remember that we are here to support you
every step of the way. Our comprehensive range of

resources includes customized training, keynotes, and
experiences for your teams and organizations, an
expansive library, personal powerups, and current

research designed to enhance your emotional
intelligence, develop leadership skills, and promote

holistic well-being.

DR. JENNIFER & MORGAN
KEITT INSTITUTE FOUNDERS
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